
Writing: Term 5 Week 4 – Keeping in Touch 

Audio Clip: ‘Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone’ by J.K. Rowling 

https://stories.audible.com/pdp/B017V54W6O?ref=adbl_ent_anon_sc_pdp_p

c_0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Key learning outcome: Relative Clauses 

Task: A description of the letters: Chapter 3 

Explanation of activity: You are going to write a description of the point in the 

story where the letters fly through the chimney and into the Dursley’s house. 

Start with a build-up and then burst into the action of the letters arriving.  

 

 Checklist: 

 powerful vocabulary 

 figurative language 

 5 senses  

 adjectives 

 short sentences 

 lists  

 relative clauses!  

 

https://stories.audible.com/pdp/B017V54W6O?ref=adbl_ent_anon_sc_pdp_pc_0
https://stories.audible.com/pdp/B017V54W6O?ref=adbl_ent_anon_sc_pdp_pc_0


Some techniques explained: 

Techniques Example 

Simile 
When you compare on thing to 
another, often using ‘as’ or ‘like’. 

The letters littered the floor like 
grains of sand. 

Metaphor 
When you describe a person, place or 
thing as something else.  

Harry was a magnet for chaos.  

Personification 
Giving human features or feelings to 
an object.  

The chimney groaned as the letters 
tore into the room. 

Onomatopoeia 
When words sound like their 
meaning. 

A crash echoed around the room.  

Hyperbole 
When you use exaggeration for 
effect.  

Faster than the speed of lightening, 
Uncle Vernon jumped out of his 
chair.   

Oxymoron 
When you write a phrase made up of 
two or more opposite terms.   

A deafening silence filled the room.  

 

Word bank: 

ricocheted  erupted  sporadically  disgruntled  cascading  

deluge  whirlwind  encapsulated  engulfed  fiercely  

antagonised  tenaciously  lurked correspondence  cunning  

teeming  swarm  rumble  echo  exasperated  

 

Here is an example:  

For weeks, the letters had been arriving sporadically. Uncle Vernon, who had 

so far been quietly bubbling, was about to erupt with rage. Harry tiptoed into 

the kitchen where he spotted his uncle sat proudly on a beaten chair. Without 

warning, a disgruntled rumble pierced the silence of the room. Desperate 

glances were exchanged between the pair. Harry gulped.   

 

Suddenly, letters cascaded down the crumbling chimney and into the empty 

room. They ricocheted off every surface. They flapped through the air. They 



flooded the floor. Uncle Vernon, who had been swept off his chair in the 

deluge, was desperately shielding his eyes as letters viciously scratched at the 

skin of his forearms. Astonished, Harry watched the letters zipping past him, 

weaving their way into every crevice of the tiny room.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


